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In this work, polarization attraction is meant to be the conservative nonlinear effect that transforms any arbitrary
input state of polarization (SOP) of an intense optical signal beam fed to a nonlinear medium into approximately
one and the same SOP at the output, provided that the medium is driven by a relatively stronger counterpropagat-
ing pump beam. Essentially, the combination of the nonlinear medium and the pump beam serves as a lossless
polarizer for the signal beam. The degree of polarization of the outcoming signal beam can be close to 100% (90%
in our present simulations). With an eye toward the development of such lossless polarizers for fiber optics ap-
plications, we theoretically study the polarization attraction effect in the optical fibers that are used in telecom-
munication links; i.e., randomly birefringent fibers. A generic model for the fiber-based lossless polarizers is
derived, and a statistical scheme for the quantification of their performance is proposed. © 2010 Optical Society
of America
OCIS codes: 230.5440, 060.4370, 230.1150, 230.4320.
1. INTRODUCTION
The most popular and robust optical element used to exercise
control over the polarization state of a light beam is a linear
polarizer. However, in many real-world applications, e.g., in
telecommunications, such polarizers have limited use. The
reason is that a linear polarizer transforms input beams with
an essentially random distribution of polarizations into beams
with a well-defined deterministic state of polarization (SOP)
by wasting the orthogonal component. The overall 50% loss of
energy inherent to this method can, in principle, be accepted.
A much more serious problem is that, in the presence of signal
polarization fluctuations and as a result of polarization-
dependent loss, outgoing beams acquire large intensity fluc-
tuations. Thus, the interconnection with optical devices that
postprocess these strongly fluctuating signals becomes
problematic, especially if these devices are nonlinear. A need
for polarization control methods free from polarization-
dependent losses comes to the forefront.
In this paper, we theoretically analyze such a method, in
which the polarization state of the signal beam is tightly con-
trolled by means of the nonlinear Kerr interaction with a coun-
terpropagating pump or control beam with the same or similar
frequency in a span of randomly birefringent fiber. In particu-
lar, we identify regimes in which an initial random distribution
of polarizations for the signal beam is transformed at the out-
put end of the fiber into a single well-defined deterministic
SOP, as imposed by the SOP of the control beam. The beam
evolution inside the fiber is unitary and, therefore, free from
polarization-dependent losses, as desired. Sometimes such de-
vices are called lossless polarizers or polarization funnels.
The possibility of achieving nonlinear or all-optical polari-
zation control is rooted in the soliton theory, namely in the
conservative structures, such as the polarization domain wall
solitons that were earlier reported [1–6]. In that framework,
one aims to demonstrate that polarization solitons may act as
strong attractors, so that these soliton structures may de-
scribe the ultimate result of the evolution of a beam with an
arbitrary initial SOP, which is the property that is expected
from lossless polarizers. A large variety of soliton structures
and quite general conclusions about their evolution in a non-
linear medium are available, thanks to the Hamiltonian nature
of the problem and the power of the technique of the inverse
scattering transform. The important theoretical assumption
here is that the medium is not bounded, i.e., of infinite extent,
whereas relatively little is known about solitons in bounded
media.
Our interest here is exactly in describing beam propagation
in a bounded medium with its associated appropriate bound-
ary conditions for the beams at both boundaries. The method
of the inverse scattering transform is well suited for Cauchy
problems, but meets with difficulties when applied to bound-
ary-value problems [7]. With the goal of checking the stability
of standing-wave polarization solitons (which are known from
the solution of the same problem but for an infinite medium)
in the presence of boundaries, we solved the problem numeri-
cally [8]. We found that the soliton that is initially formed in-
side the medium and expected to stand still nevertheless
moves toward the nearest boundary, collides with it, and dis-
appears. Thus, such solitons are characterized by a finite life-
time in the bounded media and no longer serve as attractors.
Instead of the solitons, we identified a different type of so-
called polarization attractors. They are found to be strong at-
tractors, representing the unique distribution of the SOPs of
both beams inside the medium, which is the ultimate result of
their evolution from arbitrary initial conditions. It is these po-
larization attractors that play a key role in the present study.
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More information on polarization attractors can be found
in [8].
The described stability analysis implies that the conclu-
sions about the polarization dynamics that are derived from
soliton theory for an infinite medium may lead to misleading
findings. Thus, here we prefer to draw our conclusions en-
tirely on the basis of numerical integration results, thus ex-
cluding any possible bias from soliton-theory intuition. Our
numerical results may serve as a guide for the development
of an analytic theory. As a matter of fact, some analytical re-
sults on lossless polarizers based on the four-wave mixing in-
teraction of counterpropagating beams in an isotropic fiber
have been reported in [9–12].
As stated in the beginning of this section, the development
of lossless polarizers is a practice-driven problem, whose ul-
timate goal is the experimental verification and the technolo-
gical development of simple and reliable devices. The first
lossless polarizer was based on photorefractive two-beam
coupling (experimentally demonstrated in [13]). The response
time of nonlinearity in photorefractive materials is rather
slow, which makes it difficult for them to be used in devices
for high-speed telecommunications links. From this view-
point, lossless polarizers based on the virtually instantaneous
Kerr nonlinearity of optical fibers appear more suitable for
telecommunications application needs. The experimental
study of such devices was pioneered in Dijon: the first results
were reported in [14] and followed by [15]. However, the need
to use isotropic fibers (to avoid any deterministic or random
birefringence-related effects) practically limited the length of
the fiber to no more than a few meters. Obtaining a significant
nonlinear interaction within such a short distance required
beam powers that are prohibitively high from the viewpoint
of telecommunications applications.
Practically relevant results have emerged only recently,
when a lossless polarizer consisting of a 20km randomly
weakly birefringent fiber pumped by an incoherent counter-
propagating control beam from the output end was demon-
strated in [16]. The signal beam power was as low as 300mW.
The transition from the impractical isotropic fibers to the real-
world randomly birefringent fibers was a major step, indicat-
ing that a delicate coherent four-wave mixing process, which
is the necessary prerequisite for the polarization control, is
present even in the randomly birefringent fibers. A proper
theoretical description of these experiments is the main goal
of this study. Here, we formulate our theoretical approach in
such a form that it can be also used in future studies on non-
linear polarization control, in particular in different types of
optical fibers and other nonlinear media. To provide an im-
mediate example of this approach, we limit our present study
to one model of the lossless polarizer, which is based on the
nonlinear interaction of counterpropagating frequency-
degenerate (or close in frequency) beams in randomly bire-
fringent fibers.
So far, we have presented a brief overview of progress in
the development of lossless polarizers, and we did not men-
tion nonconservative schemes for achieving polarization con-
trol. The latter are based on the stimulated Raman or Brillouin
scattering effects [17–19]. Here, the amplified probe beam ac-
quires the SOP that is dictated by the pump beam because
these scattering processes dominantly amplify a particular
polarization mode. Essentially, the SOP of the probe beam
is simply newly generated from the portion of the beam that
has the polarization aligned with the SOP of the amplified
mode, while the remaining part can be ignored as contributing
very little to the amplified outcoming beam. This physically
more trivial dynamics is very different from the intelligent
transformation of the SOP of the entire beam, which is inher-
ent to lossless polarizers.
2. MODEL
The model is based on four-wave equations for two counter-
propagating beams. Two out of these four equations describe
the evolution of the two amplitudes of the forward-propagating
beam (signal) associatedwith its two orthogonal polarizations.
Similarly, the other pair of equations describe the two ampli-
tudes of the backward-propagating beam (control). All four
equations are coupled by the nonlinear polarization. The med-
ium response is typical for transparent weakly anisotropic di-
electrics with inversion symmetry, for which the dominant
nonlinear contribution comes from the Kerr effect. The slowly
varying approximation that is usual for nonlinear optics is
applied.
In addition to the separation of the fastest field evolution,
which occurs on the scale of the optical wavelength, another
important length scale in our problem is the fiber beat length,
which is typically of the order of meters or tens of meters for
most silica fibers. The beat length is the characteristic runaway
distance of the phases in the orthogonal polarization compo-
nents of each beam. Most nonlinear cross-polarization terms
average to zero over the distance of a few kilometers, the over-
all length scale that is of interest to us here. However, some
terms are not averaged to zero and provide the effect of polar-
ization attraction. In this way, we arrive at the model of a de-
terministically linearly birefringent fiber, which is realistic only
for distances less than 100m, the scale of the correlation length
Lc of random birefringence variations in a typical fiber. On this
scale, the fiber randomly changes the orientation of the axis of
anisotropy. By properly taking into account this stochastic be-
havior, one can formulate the model of a randomly linearly bi-
refringent fiber as an extension of the one-beam theory in [20]
into the two-beam theory that is derived in detail in Section 3.
The randomly birefringent fiber is the prototype of most tele-
communications fibers.
Besides the two important length scales characterizing the
fiber: the correlation length Lc and the beat length LB, the most
critical for us is the length scale that is associated with the dif-
ference beat length L0B. Namely, L
0
B ¼ ½L−1B ðωsÞ − L−1B ðωpÞ−1,
where ωpðωsÞ is the pump (signal) carrier frequency. The ne-
cessary prerequisite for the lossless nonlinear polarizer to
be efficient is the fulfillment of the condition that L0B is much
longer than the nonlinear length LNL or the total fiber length L.
Otherwise, the mutual polarizations of the beams are rapidly
depolarized on the Poincaré sphere, thus damping the correla-
tion effect that is induced by the nonlinear interaction of the
two beams. From themathematical point of view,we thus keep
in the propagation equations four-wave mixing terms, which
have exponential factors expðz=L0BÞ. In the frame of the local
birefringence axes (see Section 3 for details), the evolution of
the fields appears as slowmotionwith the characteristic length
scale LNL. In this way, we arrive at the equations that can be
conveniently formulated in Stokes space:
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∂ξSþ ¼ Sþ × JsSþ þ Sþ × JxS−; ð1Þ
∂ηS− ¼ S− × JsS− þ S− × JxSþ: ð2Þ
As a matter of fact, these equations represent in a unified
form self- and cross-polarization interactions that arise in
the different cases of isotropic, spun, and randomly birefrin-
gent fibers. In Section 3,we provide all details on the derivation
of these equations for the model of randomly birefringent fi-
bers. The only difference between the different fiber models
is in the numerical values of the elements of the self- and cross-
polarization matrices, Js and Jx, which have very simple forms
in all three cases. We believe that Eqs. (1) and (2) are rather
generic and arise in the consideration of any medium exhibit-
ing Kerr nonlinearity. Only Js and Jx are different in each spe-
cific situation. Therefore, these equations provide a simple
mathematical model for studies of polarization attraction in
a Kerr medium. Note that the difference in the structure of
the Js and Jx matrices sensitively affect the effect of polariza-
tion attraction, which may not necessarily be present at all in
some instances. Even the opposite is true: namely, finding such
matrices Js and Jx that can produce the effect of polarization
attraction for at least a single SOP of the pump beam is already
a sort of success. Fortunately, in addition to the already known
results for isotropic fibers, we have also observed the effect of
polarization attraction in deterministically birefringent, ran-
domly birefringent, and spun fibers.
Equations (1) and (2) govern the evolution of three-
dimensional vectors Sþ ¼ ðSþ1 ; Sþ2 ; Sþ3 Þ and S− ¼ ðS−1 ; S−2 ; S−3 Þ
along the space coordinate z in the course of time t. Here, wave
variables are ξ ¼ ðctþ zÞ=2 and η ¼ ðct − zÞ=2 with c as
the group speed of light in the medium. × denotes vector pro-
duct. Vector Sþðz; tÞ governs the evolution of the SOP of the
forward beam on the Poincaré sphere. Vector S−ðz; tÞ does
the same for the backward beam. Thus, we prefer to workwith
Stokes vectors rather than the original amplitudes of the fields.
The reason for this preference is that we are interested in the
dynamics of the SOPs of the beams, which is naturally and con-
veniently visualized as trajectories on the Poincaré sphere.
In the case of isotropic fibers Js ¼ 13 γssdiagð−2; 0;−2Þ,
Jx ¼ 23 γpsdiagð−2; 0;−2Þ, where γss and γps are the self-phase
modulation (SPM) and cross-phase modulation (XPM) coeffi-
cients, each equal to the Kerr coefficient γ.
In the case of spun fibers (see [21]), Js ¼ 13 γssdiagð0;
0; 2 sin2 ϕ − cos2 ϕÞ, Jx ¼ 23 γpsdiagðcos2 ϕ;− cos2 ϕ;−2 cos2 ϕÞ,
where ϕ is the artificial ellipticity that is induced in the fiber
by spinning it during the drawing process: ϕ ¼ atanðτ=ΔβÞ.
Here, τ is the spinning period and Δβ is the value of linear bi-
refringence. In the limit of zero spinning period (ϕ ¼ 0), we re-
cover the case of deterministically birefringent fibers. The
deterministic nature of the model implies that the fiber is
not longer than the correlation length (<100m).
In the case of randomly birefringent fibers, we obtain (see
Section 3) Js ¼ γssdiagð0; 0; 0Þ and Jx ¼ γps 89 diagð−1; 1;−1Þ. It
is this pair of tensors that we use throughout the rest of
the paper.
3. NONLINEAR INTERACTION OF TWO
BEAMS IN RANDOMLY BIREFRINGENT
FIBERS
We start from the equation of motion for the pump field, writ-
ten for the two-component field vector Up ¼ ðupx; upyÞT ,
where upx and upy are the amplitudes of the normal polariza-
tion modes ex and ey of the fiber: Up ¼ upxex þ upyey. This
equation is derived under the (as usual for nonlinear optics)
unidirectional and slowly varying approximations (see, for
instance, [22]) and reads
i ∂Up
∂z
þ iβ0ðωpÞ
∂Up
∂t
þΔBðωpÞUp
þ γpp

2
3
ðUp · UpÞUp þ
1
3
ðUp · UpÞUp

þ 2
3
γps½ðUs · UsÞUp þ ðUs · UpÞUs
þ ðUp · UsÞUs ¼ 0: ð3Þ
Upper þ (lower −) correspond to the copropagating (counter-
propagating) configuration. A similar equation (with indices p
and s interchanged) arises for the signal beam, which is char-
acterized by the field vector Us.
The terms that are responsible for the Raman interaction are
not included because, for beams of similar frequencies, which
areof interest to ushere,Ramangain is negligible.Here, γpp and
γps are self- and cross-modulation terms, whose values depend
on frequency and, therefore, in principle, are different for the
signal and pump beams. However, since the signal and pump
beams are close in frequency to each other, we can safely ap-
proximate γpp, γss, γps, and γsp by the same coefficient γ, which
is the usual Kerr coefficient of the nonlinear fiber. β0ðωp;sÞ is
the inverse group velocity of the pump/signal beam. ΔBðωp;sÞ
is the birefringence tensor. For a linearly birefringent fiber, it
takes the form ΔBðωp;sÞ ¼ Δβðωp;sÞðcos θσ3 þ sin θσ1Þ, where
Δβðωp;sÞ is the value of birefringence at frequency ωp;s and θ is
the angle of orientation of the axis of the birefringence with
respect to the reference frame defined by polarization modes
ex and ey. σ3 and σ1 are the usual Pauli matrices.
The orientation angle θ is randomly varying in fibers used
for telecommunications applications, thus explaining the term
randomly birefringent fibers that is applied to them. In prin-
ciple, the magnitude of the birefringence Δβ also varies sto-
chastically. However, as noticed in [20], the two approaches,
one in which θ is the only stochastic variable, and the second,
where both θ and Δβ are stochastic variables, produce nearly
identical results. Thus, here we shall develop our theory by
assuming the single stochastic variable θ. Our theory is a gen-
eralization of the one-beam theory by Wai and Menyuk [20] to
the case of two beams interacting via the Kerr nonlinearity.
The angle θ is driven by a white noise process ∂zθ ¼ gθðzÞ,
where hgθðzÞi ¼ 0 and hgθðzÞgθðz0Þi ¼ 2L−1c δðz − z0Þ. Here, Lc
is the correlation length that characterizes the typical distance
at which θ changes randomly. Its value rarely exceeds 100m
in typical fibers.
We start with the transformation of field vectors into the
local reference frame, which is defined by the z-dependent
orientation of the axis of birefringence: Ψp;s ¼ MðzÞUp;s,
where
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MðzÞ ¼

cos θ2 sin
θ
2
− sin θ2 cos
θ
2

: ð4Þ
Here, Ψp ¼ ðΨp1;Ψp2ÞT and Ψs ¼ ðΨs1;Ψs2ÞT . All terms ex-
cept one in the master Eq. (3) stay immune to this transforma-
tion. The only change is the form of the birefringent matrix,
which now becomes
ΔBðωp;sÞ ¼

Δβðωp;sÞ ∓ i2 gθ i2 gθ −Δβðωp;sÞ

: ð5Þ
This new birefringent matrix defines two length scales, the
correlation length Lc and the beat length LB ¼ 2π=Δβ. Both
scales are of the order of 100m or less and, therefore, much
shorter than the nonlinear length LNL for powers of the beams
of the order of 1W and less. Therefore, it is reasonable to se-
parate these length scales by making yet another transforma-
tion: Ψp;s ¼ Tp;sðzÞΦp;s, where
TpðzÞ ¼

a1 a2
−a2 a

1

; TsðzÞ ¼

b1 b2
−b2 b

1

; ð6Þ
Φp ¼ ðΦp1;Φp2ÞT , andΦs ¼ ðΦs1;Φs2ÞT . Here, ja1j2 þ ja2j2 ¼
1 and jb1j2 þ jb2j2 ¼ 1, while matrices Tp and Ts obey the
equation
i ∂
∂z
Tp;s þΔBðωp;sÞTp;s ¼ 0: ð7Þ
It is worth noting that this separation does not involve any
approximations yet. In principle, the nonlinear length can
be even shorter than LB. The only limitation of our theory
is the requirement that the least length between the total
length of the fiber L and the nonlinear length LNL is substan-
tially longer than the correlation length minðLNL; LÞ≫ Lc. In
other respects, the theory we are developing is exact.
There is another length scale inherent to the problem. It is
the difference beat length L0B ¼ ½L−1B ðωpÞ − L−1B ðωsÞ−1. This
scale is of particular importance to our study. Indeed, the effect
of polarization attraction only takes place whenever L≪ L0B.
To satisfy this inequality, we need to choose ωp close to ωs,
although so far our theory is valid for any value ofL0B. However,
for getting simple analytical results relevant to the problem of
polarization attraction, we setL0B → ∞ on a later stage. The full-
scale theory, valid for any value of L0B and also accounting for
the Raman interaction, will be reported elsewhere.
With all transformations listed earlier, from Eq. (3) we get
i ∂Φp
∂z
þ iβ0ðωpÞ
∂Φp
∂t
þ 1
3
γ½2ðΦp ·ΦpÞΦp þ N^spm
þ 2
3
γ½ðΦs ·ΦsÞΦp þ N^xpm ¼ 0: ð8Þ
Here, N^spm ¼ ðNs1; Ns2ÞT and N^xpm ¼ ðNx1; Nx2ÞT , with
Ns1 ¼ jΦp1j2Φp1 þ u23ð2jΦp2j2 − jΦp1j2ÞΦp1 − u3u6ð2jΦp1j2
− jΦp2j2ÞΦp2 − u3u6Φ2p1Φp2 − u26 Φ2p2Φp1; ð9Þ
Ns2 ¼ jΦp2j2Φp2 þ u23ð2jΦp1j2 − jΦp2j2ÞΦp2 þ u3u6ð2jΦp2j2
− jΦp1j2ÞΦp1 þ u3u6Φ2p2Φp1 − u26Φ2p1Φp2; ð10Þ
Nx1 ¼ ðju13j2 þ ju10j2ÞjΦs1j2Φp1 − u9u13Φs1Φp1Φs2
þ u10u14Φs1Φp1Φs2 þ ðu10u14 − u9u13ÞjΦs1j2Φp2
þ u29Φs1Φp2Φs2 þ u214Φs1Φp2Φs2 − u9u13Φs2Φp1Φs1
þ u14u10Φs2Φp1Φs1 þ ðju9j2 þ ju14j2ÞjΦs2j2Φp1
− u213Φs2Φp2Φs1 − u210Φs2Φp2Φs1
× ðu9u13 − u10u14ÞjΦs2j2Φp2; ð11Þ
Nx2 ¼ ðju13j2 þ ju10j2ÞjΦs2j2Φp2 þ u9u13Φs2Φp2Φs1
− u10u14Φs2Φp2Φs1 þ ð−u10u14 þ u9u13ÞjΦs2j2Φp1
þ u29 Φs2Φp1Φs1 þ u214Φs2Φp1Φs1 þ u9u13Φs1Φp2Φs2
− u14u10Φs1Φp2Φs2 þ ðju9j2 þ ju14j2ÞjΦs1j2Φp2
− u213Φs1Φp1Φs2 − u210Φs1Φp1Φs2
× ð−u9u13 þ u10u14ÞjΦs1j2Φp1: ð12Þ
The coefficients ui with i ¼ 1;…; 14 are the quadratic forms of
the coefficients a1, a2, b1, and b2 and their complex conju-
gates. They are divided into self-terms [u1 ¼ ja1j2 − ja2j2, u2 ¼
−ða1a2 þ a1a2Þ, u3 ¼ iða1a2 − a1a2Þ, u4 ¼ 2a1a2, u5 ¼ a21 − a22 ,
and u6 ¼ −iða21 þ a22 Þ] and cross-terms [u7 ¼ a1b1 − a2b2,
u8¼−ðb1a2þb2a1Þ, u9 ¼ iðb1a2 −a1b2Þ, u10 ¼ −iða1b1 þa2b2Þ,
u11 ¼ a1b2 þ b1a2, u12 ¼ a1b1 − a2b2, u13 ¼ −iða1b1 þ a2b2Þ,
and u14 ¼ iða1b2 − a2b1Þ].
First, we consider self-terms. These are the same as in the
theory byWai and Menyuk, but we analyze them here for com-
pleteness. They are grouped as fu1; u2; u3g, fReðu4Þ;Reðu5Þ;
Reðu6Þg, and fImðu4Þ; Imðu5Þ; Imðu6Þg, and each group obeys
the same equations of motion as fS1; S2; S3g:
0
@S1S2
S3
1
A ¼
0
@ S2−S1
0
1
Agθ þ
0
@ 0∓2ΔβðωpÞS3
2ΔβðωpÞS2
1
A: ð13Þ
We need to know the average values of quadratic forms com-
posed of these coefficients. They can be found from solutions
to the equations of motion for the average of the generic func-
tion ψðS1; S2; S3; θÞ:∂zhψi ¼ hGðψÞi, where generator G has
the form
G ¼ 1
2Lc

S22
∂2
∂S21
þ S21
∂2
∂S22
þ ∂
2
∂θ2 − 2S1S2
∂2
∂S1
∂S2 þ 2S2
∂2
∂θ∂S1
− 2S1
∂2
∂θ∂S2

∓2ΔβðωpÞS3
∂
∂S2
 2ΔβðωpÞS2
∂
∂S3
: ð14Þ
In this way, we generate a closed system of equations:
∂zhS21i ¼ −2L−1c ðhS21i − hS22iÞ; ð15Þ
∂zhS22i ¼ 2L−1c ðhS21i − hS22iÞ∓4ΔβðωpÞhS2S3i; ð16Þ
∂zhS23i ¼ 4ΔβðωpÞhS2S3i; ð17Þ
∂zhS2S3i ¼ −L−1c hS2S3i  2ΔβðωpÞðhS22i − hS23iiÞ: ð18Þ
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Equations (15)–(18) are to be supplemented with the initial
conditions fu1; u2; u3g ¼ f1; 0; 0g, fu4; u5; u6g ¼ f0; 1;−ig.
It can be shown that coefficients u3 and u6 are not corre-
lated, so that the average of their product is the product of
their averages, which is found to be exactly zero (see [20]
for details). However, separately, u23 and u
2
6 are not zero
and are z-dependent. The characteristic length of their evolu-
tion toward their corresponding steady states does not exceed
100m for the range 1 < LB < 100 ðmÞ and 0:1 < Lc < 100 ðmÞ,
which is typical for telecommunications fibers. Thus, we can
safely assume that u23 and Reðu26 Þ take their steady-state
values: 1=3 and 0, respectively. In this way, we find the
SPM tensor in the form Js ¼ γssdiagð0; 0; 0Þ.
Note that on the way to the result we replaced the products
of coefficients in Eqs. (8)–(11) by their average values. This
approximation works well only when the correlation length
Lc is much shorter than minðLNL; LÞ. Another approximation
that we used was the application of the ergodic theorem
hgi ¼ limz→∞z−1
R
z
0 dz
0gðz0Þ. This theorem allowed us to re-
place the spatial average of a function gðzÞ by an ensemble
average, again assuming that the fiber length is much longer
than the correlation length.
Cross-terms are analyzed along similar lines. Groups of co-
efficients fReðu7Þ;Reðu8Þ;Reðu9Þ;Reðu10Þg, fImðu7Þ; Imðu8Þ;
Imðu9Þ; Imðu10Þg, fReðu11Þ;Reðu12Þ;Reðu13Þ;Reðu14Þg, and
fImðu11Þ;Imðu12Þ;Imðu13Þ;Imðu14Þg obey the same equations
of motion as fS1; S2; S3; S4g:
0
BBB@
S1
S2
S3
S4
1
CCCA ¼
0
BBB@
S2
−S1
0
0
1
CCCAgθ þ
0
BBBB@
Δð−Þ S4
−ΔðþÞ S3
ΔðþÞ S2
−Δð−Þ S1
1
CCCCA; ð19Þ
where Δð−Þ ≡ ½ΔβðωpÞ −ΔβðωsÞ and ΔðþÞ ≡ ½ΔβðωpÞ þ
ΔβðωsÞ In order to evaluate the average values of the pro-
ducts of these coefficients, we apply the generic equation
∂zhψi ¼ hGðψÞi, which is valid for an arbitrary function
ψðS1; S2; S3; S4; θÞ. Here, the generator GðψÞ is given by
G ¼ 1
Lc

S22
∂2
∂S21
þ S21
∂2
∂S22
þ ∂
2
∂θ2 − 2S1S2
∂2
∂S1∂S2
þ 2S2
∂2
∂θ∂S1
− 2S1
∂2
∂θ∂S2
− S1
∂
∂S1
− S2
∂
∂S2

−Δð−Þ S1
∂
∂S4
þΔð−Þ S4
∂
∂S1
−ΔðþÞ S3
∂
∂S2
þΔðþÞ S2
∂
∂S3
; ð20Þ
and in this way we generate the equations of motion
∂zhS21i ¼ −2L−1c ðhS21i − hS22iÞ þ 2Δð−Þ hS1S4i; ð21Þ
∂zhS22i ¼ 2L−1c ðhS21i − hS22iÞ − 2ΔðþÞ hS2S3i; ð22Þ
∂zhS23i ¼ 2ΔðþÞ hS2S3i; ð23Þ
∂zhS24i ¼ −2Δð−Þ hS1S4i; ð24Þ
∂zhS2S3i ¼ −L−1c hS2S3i þΔðþÞ ðhS22i − hS23iÞ; ð25Þ
∂zhS1S4i ¼ −L−1c hS1S4i þΔð−Þ ðhS24i − hS21iÞ: ð26Þ
The initial conditions are fu7; u8; u9; u10g ¼ f1; 0; 0;−ig,
fu11; u12; u13; u14g ¼ f0; 1;−i; 0g. The average values of
cross-products like uiuj vanish and the structure of the XPM
term N^xpm is greatly simplified. When Eq. (8) and the similar
equation for the signal beam are written as evolution equa-
tions for Stokes parameters (1) and (2), the XPM tensor
takes the simple form Jx ¼ 13 γdiagðhReðu210 þ u213 − u29 − u214Þi;
hReðu210 þ u214 − u29 − u213Þi; hju9j2 þ ju14j2 − ju13j2 − ju10j2iÞ:
We numerically computed the coefficients of interest and,
for the case when ½ΔβðωpÞ −ΔβðωsÞ ¼ 0, we observed a tran-
sient evolution of the elements of the XPM tensor toward their
steady-state values. For the range of lengths 1 < LB <
100 ðmÞ, 0:1 < Lc < 100 ðmÞ the transient length did not ex-
ceed 1km. Neglecting this transient stage we assumed
steady-state values in the XPM tensor. For the counter-
propagating case, they are Jx ¼ γps 89 diagð−1; 1;−1Þ. For com-
parison, for the copropagating case, the XPM matrix is
Jx ¼ 89 γpsdiagð−1;−1;−1Þ. Note that, considering steady state,
z-independent XPM tensor components are not necessary
when numerically solving the Stokes parameters (1) and
(2) as we do in Sections 4 and 5. Therefore, our theory invol-
ving the spatially varying XPM tensor is applicable to more
general situations involving relatively short fibers, where
the transient terms may play a role. However, we verified that
the contribution of these terms is negligible in the situations of
interest in this work. Moreover, the simple form of the XPM
tensor is significant since it may lead to analytical solutions.
With this, the modeling of the randomly birefringent fiber is
completed.
Note that throughout the paper components of the Stokes
vectors are defined as S1 ¼ Φp1Φp2 þΦp1Φp2 , S2 ¼
iðΦp1Φp2 þΦp1Φp2 Þ, S3 ¼ jΦp1j2 − jΦp2j2.
4. GENERAL PROPERTIES OF THE
POLARIZATION ATTRACTION
In summary, our model describes the situation when two
counterpropagating light beams nonlinearly interact inside
a randomly birefringent fiber via the Kerr effect. The temporal
variations of the beams are supposed to be relatively slow, so
that the second- and higher-order chromatic dispersions can
be neglected over the entire length L of the fiber.
For each beam we define the zeroth Stokes parameters Sþ0
and S−0 according to the equation S

0 ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðS1 Þ2þðS2 Þ2þðS3 Þ2
q
.
These parameters represent the powers of forward and back-
ward beams. As we are dealing with a conservative problem,
the sum of the powers of both beams is a conserved quantity.
Moreover, the equations of motion (1) and (2) imply that the
power of each beam is separately a conserved quantity: Sþ0 ðz −
ctÞ ¼ Sþ0 ðz ¼ 0; tÞ and S−0 ðzþ ctÞ ¼ S−0 ðz ¼ L; tÞ for all z. Note
that for stationary (i.e., independent of time) boundary condi-
tions and uniform (i.e., independent of z) initial conditions,
which are the only conditions of interest to us here, the
powers of the beams do not depend either on t or z, so we
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skip the explicit indication of the dependence of S0 on t and z.
Throughout this work, the initial and boundary conditions are
connected in the following manner:
Sþi ðz ¼ 0; tÞ ¼ Sþi ðz; t ¼ 0Þ; ð27Þ
S−i ðz ¼ L; tÞ ¼ S−i ðz; t ¼ 0Þ; ð28Þ
with i ¼ 1; 2; 3. From now on we only specify the boundary
conditions, while for the initial conditions, we refer to the
previous relationships (27) and (28). As we shall see, our nu-
merical simulations demonstrate the convergence of the dis-
tributions of the Stokes vectors Sþ and S− inside the medium
to a stationary polarization attractor, whose particular shape
only depends on the boundary conditions. In other words, the
initial conditions have no influence whatsoever on the shape
of the final attractor. Nevertheless, initial conditions do affect
the time of convergence (which we denote as Ttr) to the sta-
tionary polarization attractor. Note that the polarization at-
tractor is not necessarily stationary in time.
Let us also introduce the nonlinear length LNL ¼ ðγSþ0 Þ−1,
which has the meaning of the characteristic length of non-
linear beam evolution inside the fiber. In its turn, the charac-
teristic time is simply TNL ¼ LNL=c. In our simulations, we use
LNL as the unit for measuring distance in the fiber medium in a
reference frame with the origin (z ¼ 0) at the left boundary,
where we set the boundary conditions for the forward beam.
At the right boundary (z ¼ L), we set the boundary conditions
for the backward beam. Temporal units have no explicit use in
representations of our results because we are interested in the
long-term solutions for the Stokes parameters, i.e., polariza-
tion attractors. The duration Ttr of the transient processes de-
pends on the length of the medium, the particular choice of
the boundary conditions, and the initial conditions, as dis-
cussed earlier. We found that Ttr < 10000TNL for a rather gen-
eral choice of parameters. Therefore, all plots presented in
this work were generated for integration times T ¼ 10000TNL.
First, let us comment on our choice of the fiber medium
length. Clearly, to allow the beams to interact in full strength,
this length must exceed LNL. In all simulations, we used a fiber
sample of total length L ¼ 10LNL.
Polarization attraction is an effect that can be characterized
as follows: a random (or uniform) distribution of initial states
of polarization of the signal converges upon propagation
through the medium into a different, very tightly localized sta-
tistical distribution of polarizations, with its own mean and
root mean square deviation. The characterization of such
transformation between input and output polarization distri-
butions is one of the main goals of this study. From this de-
scription, it is clear that we are interested in studying the
statistics of scrambled beams, thus dealing with their ensem-
ble average. A different approach is to consider a single input
signal beam with its SOP randomly varying in time, and then
compute the statistics of the output signal SOP on the basis of
time averaging. In a forthcoming publication, we shall demon-
strate that the lossless polarizer is an ergodic system (i.e., the
ensemble and time averages coincide) when the input signal
SOP time fluctuations are slower than the characteristic re-
sponse time TNL of the polarizer. The existence of such an
equivalence permits us to anticipate that the results reported
here indeed represent the universal statistical steady-state
properties of the polarizer.
Currently, no analytical methods are available to character-
ize the polarization attraction dynamics of the system of equa-
tions (1) and (2) coupled with their initial and boundary
conditions [Eqs. (27) and (28)]. Therefore, we may only rely
on their numerical analysis and the method of trial and error.
For instance, not necessarily all polarizations of the pump
beam produce a desirable polarization attraction effect. As
we show, some pump polarizations perform better than
others.
From the practical viewpoint, it is already an obvious suc-
cess if one finds at least one SOP of the pump beam that
serves as an effective lossless polarizer. Then, methods to con-
vert an output polarized signal beam into any other desirable
SOP are known. Driven by these practical considerations, we
see our goal in finding and characterizing the polarization at-
traction effect for a limited set of SOPs of the pump beam.
5. RESULTS
We performed the integration of Eqs. (1) and (2) based on the
numerical method proposed in [23]. We chose to work with a
set of boundary conditions for the SOP of the pump beam that
are represented on the Poincaré sphere by points in the vici-
nity of its six poles, namely ð1; 0; 0Þ, ð0;1; 0Þ, and ð0; 0;1Þ.
For each value of the pump polarization at z ¼ L, we applied
at z ¼ 0 an ensemble of N ¼ 110 signal beam SOPs with uni-
form distribution over the Poincaré sphere and followed their
evolution into a distribution of output SOPs at z ¼ L. From
Fig. 1. (Color online) Components of the (normalized) mean Stokes
vector of the output signal beam as a function of the relative power of
the pump beam: Sþ1 (black squares), S
þ
2 (red circles), and S
þ
3 (green
triangles) for six input SOPs of the pump beam located near the poles
of the Poincaré sphere: (a) ð−0:99; 0:01; 0:14Þ, (b) ð0:99;0:01;0:14Þ, (c)
ð0:01;−0:99; 0:14Þ, (d) ð0:01;0:99;0:14Þ, (e) ð0:01; 0:01;−0:9999Þ, (f)
ð0:01;0:01;0:9999Þ. The Stokes parameters of the signal and pump
beam are normalized with respect to Sþ0 ðz; tÞ and S−0 ðz; tÞ, respectively.
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these N ¼ 110 output signal polarizations we deduced the di-
rection of the mean Stokes vector and characterized the
spread of the corresponding distribution by means of the de-
gree of polarization (DOP)D. The details of this statistical ana-
lysis can be found in Appendix A. The DOP may span values
ranging from 0 (totally depolarized light) to 1 (perfectly polar-
ized light). Our goal is to achieve an output D as close to unity
as possible. Numerical runs were performed for pump beam
powers in the range 1–5:5Sþ0 .
Figures 1 and 2 show the main properties of lossless polar-
ization attraction in randomly birefringent fibers. The coordi-
nates of the mean Stokes vector of the output signal beam
distribution as a function of the pump beam power are shown
in Fig. 1. These results show two important features: (1) the
output SOP of the signal is almost independent of the relative
pump power and (2) the signal SOP changes when the SOP of
the pump beam is varied. Yet even more important are the re-
sults that are provided by examining the variations of the out-
put signal DOP, shown in Fig. 2. As can be seen,D changes in a
nonmonotonic fashion as the relative pump power grows lar-
ger, reaching amaximumvalue ofD≃ 0:9whenever the SOPof
the pump is aligned along the S3 axis. Note that whenever the
pump power drops below Sþ0 (not shown), the signal DOP
quickly degrades, reaching zero for vanishing pump power.
Figure 3 illustrates the width and randomness of the spread
of the output signal Stokes vector distribution on the Poincaré
spheres. To plot Fig. 3, we used the data corresponding to the
case exhibiting the strongest attraction. It is difficult to say
whether the highest recorded value ofD≃ 0:9 is large or small
because the tolerance to the residual polarization uncertainty
sensitively depends on the particular application. The plot of
Fig. 4 illustrates the spatial dynamics of the DOP D as the sig-
nal beam traverses through the fiber medium. This figure de-
monstrates the progressive repolarization of the signal toward
a well-defined SOP.
On the other hand, the rule of how the output SOP of the
signal depends on the input SOP of the pump can be readily
deduced from Fig. 1. In all cases shown by this figure, it can be
seen that the signal is attracted toward virtually the same or
orthogonal SOP of the pump. The fact that this rule is very
simple is important in practical applications.
So far we considered the SOPs of the pump that are located
near each of the six poles of the Poincaré sphere. We also per-
formed simulations for the additional four pump polarization
states: ð1= ﬃﬃﬃ3p Þð1;−1; 1Þ, ð1= ﬃﬃﬃ3p Þð−1;−1; 1Þ, ð1= ﬃﬃﬃ3p Þð−1; 1; 1Þ,
and ð1= ﬃﬃﬃ3p Þð1; 1;−1Þ. We found that polarization attraction
is still present and relatively strong in these cases; neverthe-
less, the DOP did not exceed the value of D≃ 0:83. Thus, our
results indicate that polarization attraction appears to be a
general property of the cross-polarization interaction among
counterpropagating waves in a randomly birefringent fiber.
However, the degree of signal repolarization that can be
achieved in a given fiber span is a sensitive function of the
pump beam power and its SOP.
Fig. 2. (Color online) DOP D of the output signal beam as a function
of the relative pump beam power for six input SOPs of the pump
beam: (a) ð−0:99; 0:01; 0:14Þ (black squares), ð0:01;−0:99; 0:14Þ (red
circles), ð0:01; 0:01;−0:9999Þ) (green triangles); (b) ð0:99;0:01;0:14Þ
(black squares), ð0:01;0:99;0:14Þ (red circles), ð0:01;0:01;0:9999Þ
(green triangles).
Fig. 3. (Color online) N ¼ 110 points on the Poincaré sphere illus-
trating the output SOPs of the signal beam corresponding to an input
distribution of N ¼ 110 points uniformly distributed over the Poincaré
sphere. Here, the input SOP of the pump beam is ð0:01; 0:01;
−0:9999Þ. The pump power is S−0 ¼ 5:5Sþ0 .
Fig. 4. DOP of the signal as the function of the distance propagated
inside the fiber. The initial SOP of the pump is ð0:01;0:01;0:9999Þ.
Fig. 5. (Color online) DOP of the pump at z ¼ 0 as a function of the
relative pump power. The initial SOP of the pump is ð−0:99; 0:01; 0:14Þ
(black solid curve), ð0:01;−0:99; 0:14Þ (red dashed curve), ð0:01;0:01;
0:9999Þ (green dotted curve).
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We also recorded the SOP of the pump beam after it tra-
versed through the medium and interacted with the signal
beam. Figure 5 shows the DOP of the pump at its output
end as a function of the relative pump power and for different
pump polarizations at z ¼ L. As can be seen, for relatively low
powers, the pump beam becomes nearly depolarized at its out-
put end z ¼ 0. This indicates the presence of a sort of conser-
vation of order in our system—the signal beam becomes
polarized at the expense of the depolarization of the pump
beam. The results of Fig. 5 show that, in practice, a nonlinear
randomly birefringent fiber may also be used as an efficient
polarization scrambler. Indeed, scrambling of the output
pump beam in isotropic fibers was theoretically and experi-
mentally demonstrated in [15].
It is important to point out that the cross-polarization mod-
ulation tensor Jx acquires the first two nonvanishing terms on
the diagonal, which are responsible for the polarization attrac-
tion effect, only under the assumption that the frequency dif-
ference Δω ¼ ωp − ωs is small enough to fulfill L0B ≪ L. This
inequality can be written as a condition for the difference be-
tween signal and pump wavelengths λs − λp ≪ ½2π=ΔβðλpÞ½
ðλp=LÞ. For L ¼ 10km, λp ¼ 1:55 μm, and ΔβðλpÞ ¼ 1m−1, we
get the estimate λs − λp ≪ 1 nm. For low-birefringent fibers,
the magnitude ΔβðλpÞ can be up to two orders of magnitude
smaller and, therefore, pump and signal wavelengths can be
substantially farther apart (although not too far, otherwise
the Raman effect may harm the performance of the polarizer).
6. CONCLUSIONS
In previous work, the effect of polarization attraction was
thoroughly studied only for the case of isotropic fibers, for
which the required powers of the beams were orders of mag-
nitude higher than the typical power levels in telecommunica-
tions-related devices. Therefore, the necessity to move toward
more practical implementations of this effect became evident.
With the goal of developing practical lossless polarizers for
telecom applications, we demonstrated the effect of polariza-
tion attraction in randomly birefringent fibers. As a matter of
fact, an initial bold step forward in using randomly birefrin-
gent fibers for polarization attraction was experimentally car-
ried out in [16]. Our theory can be viewed as the theoretical
support for these experimental results. It opens the way to
study the effect of polarization attraction in more detail,
and it may help to predict some new interesting nonlinear dy-
namics. Clearly, the formulation of the equations of motion for
such a practically relevant problem sets the basis for its sub-
sequent formal study. Indeed, an interesting analytical insight
in the polarization attraction phenomenon has been recently
provided in [10–12] for the case of isotropic fibers.
The model based on the system of equations (1) and (2)
may also form the basis for an adequate description of polar-
ization attraction in other nonlinear materials that so far have
not been considered for this purpose. The only requirement is
finding the specific self- and cross-polarization tensors that
are relevant for the Kerr-like medium of interest.
APPENDIX A: CALCULATION OF THE
STATISTICS OF THE STOKES VECTORS
As explained earlier, N ¼ 110 signal beams with different
SOPs uniformly distributed over the Poincaré sphere are
launched into the fiber, one at a time. For all of these N ¼
110 realizations, the pump beam with one and the same
SOP was launched from the opposite end of the fiber. For
each realization, we measure Sþ1 ðLÞ, Sþ2 ðLÞ, and Sþ3 ðLÞ. At
the end of the simulations we calculate the mean values:
hSþi ðLÞi ¼
1
N
XN
j¼1
½Sþi ðLÞj ; ðA1Þ
where N ¼ 110 and i ¼ 1; 2; 3. In this form, these averages do
not define the mean direction of the Stokes vector on the Poin-
caré sphere simply because the sum of squares of these means
does not yield the square of the power ðSþ0 Þ2. The length of the
vector satisfies the inequality
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
hSþ1 ðLÞi þ hSþ2 ðLÞi þ hSþ3 ðLÞi
q
≤
Sþ0 and can be even zero.
However, the information contained in the three means is
sufficient to restore the direction of the Stokes vector and,
moreover, to quantify the DOP of the outcoming signal light.
The two angles θ0 and ϕ0 (also called circular means), which
determine the direction of the Stokes vector on the Poincaré
sphere, are defined as
θ0 ¼ arccos
0
B@ hS3iﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
hSþ1 i2 þ hSþ2 i2 þ hSþ3 i2
q
1
CA; ðA2Þ
ϕ0 ¼ arctan 2ðhSþ2 i; hSþ1 iÞ: ðA3Þ
Here,
arc tan 2ðx; yÞ ¼
8<
:
arctanðy=xÞ; x > 0;
π þ arctanðy=xÞ; y ≥ 0; x < 0
−π þ arctanðy=xÞ; y < 0; x < 0:
ðA4Þ
Finally, the Cartesian coordinates of the Stokes vector are
restored as
S1 ¼ Sþ0 sin θ0 cosϕ0; ðA5Þ
S2 ¼ Sþ0 sin θ0 sinϕ0; ðA6Þ
S3 ¼ Sþ0 cos θ0: ðA7Þ
It is these coordinates that are displayed in Fig. 1.
The DOP is defined as D ¼ ðhSþ1 i2 þ hSþ2 i2 þ hSþ3 i2Þ1=2=Sþ0 .
It is this DOP that is displayed in Fig. 2.
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